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The equilibrium conformations of isolated comb copolymer ring molecules in an athermal solution
are investigated by off-lattice Monte Carlo simulations. The molecules considered consist of a
closed flexible backbone densely grafted with flexible or rigid side chains. The study focuses on the
influence of the length of the side chains on the conformational behavior. As a function of the side
chain length the structure gradually stiffens until the size of the side chains approaches the diameter
of the ring. Longer side chains do not influence the backbone conformation any further. The results
are compared with the large body of knowledge available for linear cylindrical comb copolymer
brushes. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!50141-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Shape persistent molecular objects have attracted a l
attention lately. Examples include dendrimers,1,2 hyper-
branched structures,3,4 and comb copolymer~like!
molecules.5,6 In recent years new synthetic routes have be
introduced to prepare well-defined comb copolymers. An
portant breakthrough was achieved by Tsukaharaet al.,7,8

who succeeded in polymerizing macromonomers of anio
cally prepared oligostyrenes. Subsequently, a number of
ferent comb copolymers have been synthesized along
route and their conformations in dilute solutions as well as
thin films were characterized by scattering techniques
atomic force microscopy.7–11 In a most recent publication
new methodology was introduced and the synthesis, dim
sions and solution properties of linear and macrocyclic poly-
~chloroethyl vinyl ether!-g-polystyrene comblike copolymer
~PCEVE-g-PS! were reported.12

Experimentally, linear comb copolymers consisting o
flexible backbone densely grafted with flexible side cha
have been investigated thoroughly by Schmidt a
co-workers.5,7–11Another variant uses so-called dendrons
side groups.6,13 In general, the presence of a large number
side chains results in severe stiffening of the structure le
ing to cylindrical comb copolymer brushes~or molecular
bottle-brushes!. These molecules have also been investiga
theoretically14–18 and with computer simulations19–30 in
some detail. Our studies focused mainly on the persiste
length as a measure of the stiffness. Important parameter
the grafting density, the flexibility~completely flexible vs
rigid rod! of the side chains, the length of the side chains,
size of the side chain ‘‘monomers’’ compared to the size
the backbone ‘‘monomers,’’ etc. For a fixed grafting densi
the persistence lengthl is predicted to increase much fast
7640021-9606/2000/113(17)/7646/6/$17.00
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with the length of the side chains~rigid or flexible! than the
diameterD of the brush. Consequently,l/D is predicted to
increase strongly with the length of the side chains, th
leading to cylindrically shaped objects with potentially inte
esting properties~e.g., liquid crystalline solutions!.

Computer simulations have been used extensively
Saariahoet al.22,24–27 to address the behavior ofl/D as a
function of side chain length for various cases. The influen
of the stiffness of the side chains on this ratio was conside
in some detail and interesting differences were found
tween the two cases of completely flexible and rigid rod s
chains. Locally, the presence of rigid side chains had
influence at all on the structure of the backbone, wher
flexible side chains lead to severe local stretching. On
larger length scale, characterized by persistence behavior
persistence length was shown to increase strongly as a f
tion of the side chain length. However, in the regime studi
l/D was found to be essentially independent of the s
chain length for flexible side chains and to increase appro
mately linearly with side chain lengthL for rigid side chains.
Since theoreticallyl/D should ultimately increase linearly in
both cases, this scaling regime is apparently obtained m
easier with rigid than with flexible side chains. Theoretic
arguments supporting this assertion have been
forward.17,18

In this paper we will address ring comb copolymers a
focus on the influence of the side chain length on the c
formational characteristics for a given high grafting densi
for flexible and rigid side chains. We will use the elements
the radius of gyration tensor of the backbone to characte
its shape. It is much more difficult to quantify the stiffness
the structure in terms of a persistence length. In case
linear backbone the persistence lengthl is easily identifiable
6 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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7647J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 17, 1 November 2000 Ring comb copolymer brushes
via the relation^n(0)n(s)&5^cosu(s)&5exp(2s/l), where
n(s) is the tangential vector to the backbone at positios
along the backbone andu(s) is the angle betweenn(s
50)) andn(s). In the case of a persistence chain forming
ring, such a relation is obviously no longer valid. Still, th
behavior of̂ n(0)n(s)& as a function ofs carries information
about the stiffening of the backbone and we will briefly co
sider this in the limit of stiff rings.

II. MODEL

Off-lattice Monte Carlo~MC! simulations were used to
study equilibrium conformations of comb copolymer rin
molecules consisting of a flexible closed backbone with
ther completely flexible or rigid side chains. The ring bac
bone was modeled as a fully flexible freely jointed chain
128 or 32 beads, every other of which was grafted with
side chain consisting of beads of the same size as the b
bone. The side chain beads are either freely jointed toge
~flexible side chains! or jointed under a fixed valence ang
of 180° ~rigid side chains!. The length of the side chains wa
varied systematically from 2 to 32 beads. We will focus
the behavior of a single isolated molecule in an atherm
solvent and, therefore, only intramolecular excluded volu
interactions between the beads are taken into account
attempts have been made to conserve the topology~knot
structure! of the ring backbone. However, all snapshots o
served always corresponded to the unknotted conforma
which comes as no surprise since the probability for the p
ence of a knot in a ring polymer of this size~i.e., 128 or 32
beads! in an athermal solvent~even without the presence o
side chains! is known to be essentially zero.31,32 The diam-
eter of the beads is taken as the unit of length. The lengt
the bonds is also one unit, corresponding to tangent sph

Configuration space is sampled according to the M
tropolis importance-sampling scheme.33 The initial confor-
mations were formed as unknotted closed 2D backb
structures (x,y-plane! to which side chains are attached a
ternatingly pointing in the positive and negativez-direction.
Several trial moves were used. We distinguish between
chain moves~moves which only involve beads in a sing
randomly chosen side chain! and backbone moves whic
move a portion of the backbone plus all the connected s
chains. Only one kind of backbone move is used. Two ba
bone beads are chosen randomly and subsequently, the
of the backbone between these beads is rotated aroun
axis through the beads chosen. All side chains attache
this part of the backbone move in a concerted fashion.
angle of rotation is chosen randomly from an interv
@2dmax,dmax#. For the flexible side chains four differen
types of moves are employed. The ‘‘end move’’ consists
moving the free end of a side chain subject to the constr
of fixed bond length. The ‘‘bead rotation’’ consists of rota
ing a single bead around the axis through its neighbors.
‘‘chain shift’’ consists of translating the end part of the si
chains. Finally, the ‘‘pivot move’’ consists of rotating a s
of connected beads. These motions have been describ
detail in our previous publications.22,24–26For the rigid side
chains only one type of side chain move was used. A r
Downloaded 15 Dec 2005 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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domly chosen side chain is given a new orientation, which
chosen isotropically. The relative probability of the differe
moves has been chosen so as to optimize the sampling
cedure.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Recently, the dimensions and solution properties of m
rocyclic poly~chloroethyl vinyl ether!-g- polystyrene comb-
like copolymers~PCEVE-g-PS! were reported.12 Typically,
the cyclic comblike molecules consisted of a PCEVE ba
bone with a number averaged degree of polymerizat
DPn526 or 56 and approximately 1 polystyrene side ch
per backbone monomer. The number averaged molar ma
the polystyrene side chains varied between 2600 and 15
Consequently, for the cyclic structures considered the siz
the side chains~i.e., its end-to-end point distance! can be
assumed to be larger than the average diameter of the b
bone ring. This feature has important consequences for
stiffening of the ring backbone, a phenomenon that is due
the steric interactions between the side chains and which
been discussed in detail for linear comb copolymers. In w
follows, we will discuss comb copolymer ring molecule
with flexible and rigid side chains and distinguish betwe
the case where the end-to-end point distance of the
chains is smaller and larger than the ‘‘diameter’’ of the ri
backbone. In all cases the backbone itself is taken to
flexible.

A. ‘‘Short’’ flexible side chains

We start by considering the effect of flexible side cha
on the conformational properties. The backbone consist
128 freely jointed beads. Every other bead contains a s
chain of lengthNsc50, 8, 16 or 32. Hence, there are 64 si
chains. A typical snapshot of the largest structure (Nsc

532) is presented in Fig. 1. It demonstrates that for t

FIG. 1. Snapshot of a ring comb copolymer with a backbone consistin
128 beads and 64 flexible side chains of length 32. The backbone atom
colored black.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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7648 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 17, 1 November 2000 Flikkema, Subbotin, and ten Brinke
length of the side chain we are still just within the regim
where the end-to-end point distance of the side chain
smaller than the ‘‘diameter’’ of the cyclic backbone. Th
effect of the side chains on the stiffness of the backbon
illustrated in Fig. 2 showinĝn(0)n(s)&5^cosu(s)&, where
n(s) is the bond vector at positions of the backbone, vss for
the different side chain lengths. Additionally, the result f
an ideal ring~circle! is indicated as well as the theoretic
result@Eq. ~A10!# for a ring with a stiffness corresponding t
Lc52l. Although it is impossible to derive a value for th
persistence lengthl of the backbone from these plots, th
increasing stiffness as a function of the side chain lengt
obvious. Of course, reasonable values forl are available
from the corresponding simulations of linear comb copo
mer structures. From these we know thatl>52, implying
that the contour lengthLc>2.5l. The large difference with
the theoretical result is due to two reasons. First, Eq.~A10!
cannot really be applied anymore in this regime, since
derivation assumesl@Lc . But, more importantly, the theo
retical model assumes a persistence chain at all length sc
whereas the persistence of the freely jointed bead mo
simulated only applies at a large length scale, i.e., large
ues of s. At a short length scale the chain behaves mu
more flexible, which is clearly demonstrated by the stro
drop in ^cosu(s)& for small values ofs and which will be
discussed in some detail further on.

The change in conformation of the backbone as a fu
tion of the length of the side chains is further illustrated
Fig. 3, showing the square radius of gyrationRg

2 as a func-
tion of the side chain lengthNsc, the ratiol1 /Rg

2 between
the smallest eigenvalue of the radius of gyration tensor of
backbone and the square radius of gyration and the r
l2 /l3 between the middle and largest eigenvalue. The
crease ofl1 /Rg

2 as a function ofNsc indicates an increasing
planarity of the structure, whereas the increase ofl2 /l3 im-
plies a more circular shape~a perfect ring would correspon
to l2 /l351). In principle the approach towards a perfec
ring-shaped object should continue taking ever longer s

FIG. 2. Directional correlation function̂cosu(s)& vs s for a backbone of
size 128 and 64 side chains of lengthNsc50,8,16,32. Curve~a! is the ana-
lytical result @Eq. ~A10!# for a persistent ring of stiffnessl564. Curve~b!
corresponds to a stiff ring~l5`!.
Downloaded 15 Dec 2005 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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chains, however, for a given backbone length the side ch
from one side will start interfering with the side chains fro
the other side. Hence, longer backbones are required to
ther follow this process.

B. ‘‘Long’’ flexible side chains

Once the end-to-end point distance of the side chain
much longer than the ‘‘diameter’’ of the ring backbone w
are entering a different regime, which actually correspon
to the situation studied experimentally by Deffieux a
co-workers.12 To investigate this regime we took a backbo
of 32 beads with 16 side chains of length 8, 16, 32, and
respectively, the latter two clearly being in the ‘‘long’’ sid
chains regime as is illustrated clearly by Fig. 4 presentin
typical snapshot of the largest structure. This situation can
analyzed theoretically at least semiquantitatively. To do t
we assume for the sake of the argument that as a ze
approximation the backbone conformation can be conside
as some kind of spherical object to which the side chains
attached, i.e., the many-haired ball picture considered
Witten and Pincus.34 According to their analysis the fre
energy of the stretched side chains is given by

F'nT f3/2 ln@M ~d/R!~a/d!1/n#. ~1!

Here,n53/5 is the Flory exponent,M is the length of the
side chains expressed in number of beads of sizea, R is the
radius of the ball~in our case of the order of the radius o
gyration of the backbone!, f denotes the number of sid
chains, andd is the average distance between nearest ne
bor side chains~approximatelyR f21/2). In our case we
should add the free energy of the backbone, which is a fu
tion of the sizeR, and minimize the thus obtained expressi
with respect toR. It is easily verified that whatever expres
sion is taken for the free energy of the backbone,R will turn
out to be independent ofM. Hence if the side chains are lon
enough, the conformational characteristics of the ring ba

FIG. 3. Backbone dimensions for a ring comb copolymer with a backb
consisting of 128 beads and 64 flexible side chains. The curves show
backbone dimensions vs side chain length.L corresponds to the radius o
gyration squared̂Rg

2& of the backbone.s corresponds to the smallest e
genvaluê l1& divided by the radius of gyration squared^Rg

2& of the back-
bone. h corresponds to the ratio of the middle eigenvalue^l2& and the
largest eigenvaluêl3&.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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7649J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 17, 1 November 2000 Ring comb copolymer brushes
bone should become independent of the length of the
chains. That this is really the case is demonstrated by
results presented in the following figure~Fig. 5!.

C. Rigid rod side chains

In our publications devoted to linear comb copolym
cylindrical brushes it was demonstrated that the flexibility
the side chains plays an important role regarding the s
chain induced stiffness of the structure. The stiffer the s
chains, the larger the persistence length of the comb cop
mer molecule.26 Hence, rigid rod side chains turn out to b

FIG. 4. Snapshot of a ring comb copolymer with a backbone consistin
32 beads and 16 flexible side chains of length 64. The backbone atom
colored black.

FIG. 5. Backbone dimensions for a ring comb copolymer with a backb
consisting of 32 beads and 16 flexible side chains. The curves show
backbone dimensions vs side chain length.L corresponds to the radius o
gyration squared̂Rg

2& of the backbone.s corresponds to the smallest e
genvaluê l1& divided by the radius of gyration squared^Rg

2& of the back-
bone. h corresponds to the ratio of the middle eigenvalue^l2& and the
largest eigenvaluêl3&.
Downloaded 15 Dec 2005 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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most effective in this respect. However, in the case of r
comb copolymers with rigid rod side chains, overlap b
tween side chains from opposite sides of the ring backbon
almost inevitable unless extremely long backbones are u
In our simulations we used again a backbone of 128 be
and rigid rod side chains of lengths 2, 4, 8, 16, 24, and
From these only the first three correspond to a situat
where side chains from opposite side do not severely in
fere. The last two correspond to the opposite situation. T
is clearly illustrated in the next figure showing a typic
snapshot for rigid rod side chains of length 32~Fig. 6!. Fig-
ure 7 shows the square radius of gyration of the backbon

of
are

e
he

FIG. 6. Snapshot of a ring comb copolymer with a backbone consistin
128 beads and 64 rigid side chains of length 32. The backbone atom
colored black.

FIG. 7. Backbone dimensions for a ring comb copolymer with a backb
consisting of 128 beads and 64 rigid side chains. The curves show
backbone dimensions vs side chain length.L corresponds to the radius o
gyration squared̂Rg

2& of the backbone.s corresponds to the smallest e
genvaluê l1& divided by the radius of gyration squared^Rg

2& of the back-
bone. h corresponds to the ratio of the middle eigenvalue^l2& and the
largest eigenvaluêl3&.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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a function of the side chain length. Clearly, as in the case
flexible side chains, the backbone conformation attains a
iting character once the side chains are sufficiently long. T
is also confirmed by the behavior of the eigenvalues of
radius of gyration tensor of the backbone as function of
length of the side chains presented in the same figure. In
case of rigid rod side chains, it is rather straightforward
demonstrate that the excluded volume between two rods
proaches a limiting value for side chains that are mu
longer than the ‘‘diameter’’ of the ring backbone.

The most striking observation in the case of linear co
copolymers was that although rigid rod side chains gave
to a much larger persistence length than flexible side cha
on a small length scale the opposite happened. Rigid rod
chains have no influence at all on the very local backb
fluctuations, whereas flexible side chains lead to local ch
stretching which increases with increasing side chain len
Of course the same effect should be expected for ring co
copolymers. The next figure~Fig. 8! shows the average dis
tanceb between two consecutive main chain grafting poi
of the ring comb copolymer brush in the case of flexible a
rigid rod side chains as a function of the side chain leng
As expected, the behavior is identical as in the case of lin
comb copolymers; for rigid side chainsb remains constant
whereas for flexible side chainsb increases continuously.

In summary, we conclude that although it is in princip
possible to create shape persistent donutlike objects u
ring comb copolymers, in practice this will be very hard
realize due to the interference between side chains of ‘‘
posite’’ sides. This is particularly true because the most
fective stiffness inducing side chains are rigid side chain

APPENDIX

In this appendix we consider the correlation between
tangential vectorsn~0! and n(s) of a persistence ring poly
mer characterized by a persistence lengthl. It is well known
that for a linear persistence chain

FIG. 8. Distance between neighboring grafted backbone atoms for a
comb copolymer with a backbone consisting of 128 beads and 64
chains. s corresponds to flexible sidechains.h corresponds to rigid
sidechains.
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^n~0!n~s!&5^cosu~s!&5exp~2s/l!, ~A1!

whereu(s) is the angle betweenn(s50) andn(s). Gener-
ally, for a ring polymer the problem is very complicate
Therefore, we will restrict the analysis to the case where
persistence lengthl is much larger than the contour leng
Lc , l@Lc . Obviously, the situation of minimal elastic fre
energy corresponds to a circular shape of the ring~we ignore
complications due to twisting!. We will consider the two-
dimensional situation where the tangential vectorn(s)
5(cosu(s),sinu(s)). The circular shape implies that in th
0th approximationu0(s)52ps/Lc and hence that for the
ideal ring

^cosu~s!&5cosu0~s!5cos
2ps

Lc
. ~A2!

In order to calculate corrections to Eq.~A2!, we have to take
fluctuations into account based on the increase in elastic
ergy Uel of the deformed circle,

Uel5kBT
l

4 E
0

LcS dn~s!

ds D 2

ds. ~A3!

We will fix two anglesu~0!50 andu(s5s* )5u* and cal-
culate the probability that the chain trajectory actually pas
through these points. To this end we will determine the ch
trajectory passing through these points and having the m
mal elastic energy. Hence, this elastic energy will be a fu
tion of s* andu* , Uel5Uel(s* ,u* ). In the zeroth approxi-
mation,

Uel
0 5kBT

p2l

Lc
, ~A4!

and the distribution functionp(s* ,u* ) of the deformed
circle with fixed anglesu(s50)50 andu(s5s* )5u* can
be written in the Boltzmann form,

p~s* ,u* !5C exp@2~Uel~s* ,u* !2Uel
0 !/kBT#, ~A5!

whereC is the normalization constant.
To find the trajectory with the minimal elastic energ

passing through these points the following constraints h
to be satisfied:

u~s5Lc!52p; E
0

Lc
sinu~s!ds50;

E
0

Lc
cosu~s!ds50. ~A6!

Minimization of Eq.~A3! under these constraints results i

l

2

d2u~s!

ds2 5m2 cosu~s!2m1 sinu~s!, ~A7!

where m1 and m2 are Lagrange multipliers. To solve ou
problem Eq.~A7! has to be considered for two differen
parts, 0<s<s* ands* <s<Lc , which results in the follow-
ing integral equations foru5u(s):

2s

Al
5E

0

u du8

AC11m1 cosu81m2 sinu8
; 0<s<s* ,

~A8a!

g
de
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2~s2s* !

Al
5E

u*

u du8

AC21m1 cosu81m2 sinu8
; s* <s<Lc ,

~A8b!

where the parametersC1 , C2 , m1 , m2 can be found from
Eq. ~A6! and the conditionu(s5s* )5u* .

We will now use a perturbation scheme to calcula
these parameters assuming thatuu1* u[uu* 22ps* /Lcu!1,
i.e., u* is close to 2ps* /Lc and the fluctuations are smal
The zeroth approximation implies thatC15C25C0

5p2l/Lc and m15m250. Assuming therefore thatC1

5C01C18 , uC18u!1; C25C01C28 , uC28u!1, and um1u!1,
um2u!1, we can find the chain trajectory as well as the el
tic energy using a simple perturbation scheme. Without p
senting the details, this leads to an elastic energy given

Uel~s* ,u* !

5Uel
0 1

l

4

Lc

s* ~Lc2s* !

u* 2

12
2Lc

2 sin2~ps* /Lc!

p2s* ~Lc2s* !

. ~A9!

After substitution of this energy in Eq.~A5! for the distribu-
tion function we obtain a Gaussian function for which t
averagê cosu(s* )&5^cosu* & can be easily calculated,

^cosu~s* !&5cos
2ps*

Lc
S 12

Lc

l S s* ~Lc2s* !

Lc
2

2
2

p2 sin2S ps*

Lc
D D D ~A10!

which is the functional form used in the text to compare w
the numerical results.
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